Throughout history, gold has been considered to be premier in value by nearly every civilization in the world. It symbolizes quality and prosperity; it is a means of adornment to enhance beauty, as well as the basis of exchange for goods and services. Perhaps gold’s most important value is also its least known: its numerous health-promoting properties.

Ancient manuscripts reveal the widespread reliance on gold and gold-inclusive preparations that were, and still are, integral to the health practices of many cultures. Therapies based on the properties of precious metals have been in use throughout the world for thousands of years. Scientific research conducted with gold has revealed that the best means of supplementation is its colloid form. Now, Source Naturals is proud to offer the “gold standard” of gold supplements: Ultra Colloidal Gold™
Gold traditionally has been used for a broad spectrum of activities. The benefits of its use include improved assimilation of foods and absorption of nutrients, enhanced cellular cleansing, a strong and stable nervous system, balanced female reproductive function, the maintenance of flexibility in common physical motion, the proper elimination of waste through the urinary tract and skin, and general rejuvenating and uplifting properties.

A Timeless Treasure

Over the past century, scientific research into the biological activity of edible gold has continuously suggested that the hope gold provided in age-old health care practices may hold genuine promise for the modern world.

Of primary interest, gold has been observed in scientific studies to enhance the maintenance of critical aspects of the body's natural defenses, and like many minerals, help "ignite" metabolic processes to provide an extra spark when needed.

Gold has also been shown in many studies to possess significant soothing and flexibility-restoring properties — properties which go much deeper than mere signs of discomfort. Through its positive influence, gold may help maintain healthy function and youthfulness in common physical motion. These contributions to quality of life are truly worth their weight in gold.

Source Naturals ULTRA COLLOIDAL GOLD is "Pure Gold"

Today, through the use of sophisticated research and scientific advances, Source Naturals has created the ultimate in gold supplementation with ULTRA COLLOIDAL GOLD. It is superior for five key reasons:

1) It is produced by the most advanced biotechnology available — an electrolodal suspension process whereby the gold particles and water are completely "colloided" (simultaneously dispersed within and bound to each other) by an electrical current sent through the combination. This process is the only known method to create a truly homogeneous (evenly distributed) suspension, necessary for heightened bio-availability. Other gold-and-water mixtures simply cannot possess as much potential for biological activity;

2) It provides gold particles that are ultra-fine, so as to assure the best absorption and use by the body;

3) Its optimal concentration facilitates unparalleled stability of the suspension, meaning it does not separate out;

4) It is 100% pure, containing only gold particles and deionized water;

5) It is completely free of stabilizing glyco-proteins (used in some other products) that tend to block the action of the gold particles.

Benefit without Disadvantage

Through years of administration in healthcare practices, Colloidal Gold has come to be considered free of adverse effects. This is in dramatic contrast to gold salts — positively charged gold ions bound to other negatively charged ions which tend to leave behind undesirable signs after completing their run through the body. The very nature of the colloid in Source Naturals ULTRA COLLOIDAL GOLD provides a special assurance not offered by any other gold supplement.

ULTRA COLLOIDAL GOLD is the premium source of this cherished substance and a priceless addition to Source Naturals' continuous contribution to natural health care.
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